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Elden Ring is an online roleplaying game (RPG) that uses the “Social Deck-
Building Game” gameplay system. Its premise is to make players work

together to achieve a common goal while creating their own character. WHAT
ARE ELDEN RING AND SODIUM SOFTWARE PUBLISHING? Elden Ring is a new
fantasy action RPG developed by SODIUM SOFTWARE PUBLISHING. Currently

they are mainly engaged in the development of the game itself. SODIUM
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING is the developer, publisher, and distributor of games
developed by SODIUM SOFTWARE PUBLISHING. Amongst them, the gaming
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rights for “Elden Ring” were sold to the rights management team. The goals of
the company are to develop, offer and sell games in the fields of: * Japanese

games and games that emphasize on Japanese culture and customs *
Minigames and sports games * Games that have anime-like illustrations or

animation * Games that are easy for casual gamers to play * Games that are
fun to experience * Games that are easy to get into, but difficult to master *
Digital games that can be played in a mobile game platform such as the iOS
and Android HOW DO WE PLAY? Elden Ring is a fantasy action RPG in which
you become the protagonist and embark on a journey to resolve a conflict.
Once you have accepted your destiny, you’ll be able to play the game by

creating your own character. You can choose your own appearance, gender,
and class and customize your character freely. Your character’s stats and

equipment will undergo constant progression during your journey, and as you
open new chapters with your party members, you can reclassify equipment

and train new items or weapons. Using the “World Map” view, you can travel
to any map and explore it freely with your party members as you explore the

Lands Between. Every time you meet with a new character, there will be a
variety of conversations with him/her which will reveal your character’s

personality, and this will allow your story to be deeper. As the story
progresses, you’ll be able to receive “Relationship Points” through various

means. And the story will be revealed to you through fully voiced cutscenes.
The original soundtrack for Elden Ring consists of 13 anime-like tracks

produced by OneHALF, and the game’s theme
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Beautiful Hand-Drawed Character Images
One of the Most Unique GUI Systems

Fun Navigation and Monsters Set in a Stunning World
Unique Techniques for the Largest Field
New OVAs Across the Lands Between

Never-before-seen Elden Settings
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ODYSSEY NIGHTS (DIGITAL ONLY):
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